
new field find. plow marks or deliberate ancient symbols

from Wayne May.
Jim, it looks like to me 20th century writing by John Deer written at different dates.

Any ideas?  Difficult.   Jim Leslie

Some of those marks look man made to me.

Scott Wolter

I would agree with Scott that these are man-made and not plow marks, which would seem more random
and not stop at another line to make what appears to be runes.  Also plow marks may have a more
cleaner gouge face and no weathering or patina.

Samuel H. Baughman II, M.S., P.G.

Geologist

610-864-9638  cell

http://www.lancastergeology.com

Jim & all:
To see similar glyphs, look at "Inscripcoes e Tradicoes da America Prehistorica especialmente do
Brasil " by B. A. da Silva Ramos, Amazonas Manaos.
Regards,
Jay S Wakefield 

Jay, these pre 20th century markings were written by Farmall tractors I have seen hundreds of them

rl

Hi Wayne and Jim,

By digitally increasing the contrast in the five photos, profiles of early sailing ships seem to appear. While
art interpretations are in the mind of the viewer, the science of  photomicrography and micro-erosion
analysis might actually provide relative dates for the scratch marks. 

Meanwhile,  it would helpful to know:

http://www.lancastergeology.com/


1)  How many different stone are there?  (Photos Nos.  1 & 2  appear to be of the same stone.)  Did you
email photographs of both the front and back of each stone? 
2)  Where were the stones found (State & County)? Were they found in a plowed field or in a river bed? 
We they found together?
3)  What are the dimensions of the stones?  In archaeo-photogrammetry, a metric scale should always
be included.  Also recommend wetting down petroglyphs with water to increase surface contrast/reflection
for photographs.

Regards,

Vance
____________________
Vance Tiede
Archaeologist
Astro-Archaeology Surveys, Inc.
vance.tiede@aya.yale.edu

5 photos of the rock attached

As theories of its origin abound, what does future hold for
Narragansett Rune Stone?
http://www.providencejournal.com/breaking-news/content/20130706-as-theories-of-its-origin-ab
ound-what-does-future-hold-for-narragansett-rune-stone.ece ARTICLE DOES NOT WORK

Thanks Buzz for this.  I had wondered what had happened to it other than someone stealing it.
Jim Leslie

Fw: Message To Eagle - News
Kevin Calliaghan had also sent the first item in below list

● World's Oldest Calendar Reveals The Beginning Of Time
● Long-Standing Theory That Appears To Be Wrong - Gigantism Found In The Arctic Ocean

Explained
● Day Length Depends On Processes Taking Place In The Earth's Core
● Theory Of What Triggered Antarctic Glaciation Questioned

World's Oldest Calendar Reveals The Beginning Of Time
Posted:
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Archaeologists revealed they have discovered what could be the world's oldest created by hunter-gatherer

societies and dating back to around 8,000 BC. The capacity to measure time is among the most important

of human ...

Long-Standing Theory That Appears To Be Wrong - Gigantism Found In The
Arctic Ocean Explained
Posted:

What can explain the gigantism found in the Arctic Ocean? The prevailing assumption that giant animals

evolved in polar seas due to the superabundance of oxygen in cold water appears to be wrong.

Day Length Depends On Processes Taking Place In The Earth's Core
Posted:

Researchers at the University of Liverpool have found that variations in the length of day over periods of

between one and 10 years are caused by processes in the Earth's core.

Theory Of What Triggered Antarctic Glaciation Questioned
Posted:

There is geologic evidence that questions one of the conventional explanations for how Antarctica's ice

sheet began forming, according to findings made by a team of U.S. and U.K. scientists.
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To stop receiving these emails, you may unsubscribe now.
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Article on Giants
http://beforeitsnews.com/conspiracy-theories/2013/08/giant-cover-up-smithsonian-hiding-evi
dence-of-nephilimgiants-2453546.html

Did Ancient Siberians Domesticate Horses Thousands of
Years Ago?
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We suspect that ancient Siberians brought their horses with them to the New
World--thousands of years ago.  Here's a clue....

http://siberiantimes.com/science/casestudy/news/did-ancient-siberians-domesticate-horses-50000
-years-ago/

Best to all,
Buzz

"We suspect that ancient Siberians brought their horses with them to the New
World--thousands of years ago.  Here's a clue...."

The Russian scientist is talking about horses in Russia 40000 years BCE in the Altai region in
Asia, not the New World.

SL Lee

Fw: sept./pyramids
hi jim:
  would it be possible to send this out to the list ???   thanks in advance.............m
 
 
Subject: Fw: pyramids tour and conference
*I’m looking for akashic record readers,researchers,dowser and other that are call  to
participate in this event.
 
for help with air you can contact horst [n.y.c.] 631-757-6726
 additional tour detail can be found at www.bodymindspiritjourneys.com

file attached – screenshot

rock art
http://www.sci-news.com/archaeology/science-winnemucca-petroglyphs-rock-art-01309.html

Ogam advice and decodings asked for Gizeh , Great
Pyramid , NC2 tombs and tunnels
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FYI -
Hugo Kennes, Brussels, Belgium writes: I was a teacher and later a salesman in Information
Technologies at Brussels; now retired and enjoying grand children. I made a website on
remarkable academics and writers -
http://users.telenet.be/kenneshugo/alternative%20history%20sciences.htm.

Mainly interested in ancient metaphysical geometry worldwide, I came upon the work of Prof.
Pistilli: Vikings in Americas. The Viking sites, Rune-Ogam-Irish Megalithic scripts in ancient
Paraguay were so amazing that I decided to set up a website on it in order to inform researchers,
hobbyists and the great public. Mega Dolmen, Menhirs and "Stonehenge"-like observatories in
Paraguay and countries around may well generate a shift in our history books in the near future,
certainly now in West Africa also many "Stonehenge" observatoria were discovered and Ogam in
Cuba.

Any comments?  send direct to Hugo or I can,  Jim Leslie

Dear , like promised, info and fotos about Ogam at Gizeh , is now online at the website of author
Richard Gabriel :
 
Cheops : http://www.richardgabriel.info/NC2%20%20GP%20IMAGES.html
NC2 tombs and tunnels : http://www.richardgabriel.info/THE%20OGHAM.html
 
I added on http://www.richardgabriel.info/THE%20OGHAM.html examples of translations
in the Bask theory for Cheops ; for NC2 tunnels and caves examples also in latest Igbo theory
 
Qualifications and eventual translations in other theories from the members of Your Epigraphic
Society in the USA are absolutely wellcom to recover ancient linguistic roots probably
corresponding the OGAM script applied all around the Atlantic , like the Harappean
Rongo-Rongo all around the Pacific. In Paraguay Ogam and Rongo Rongo are found together !!!
(the Rongo-Rongo type in Paraguay is the same as on Eastern Island ! ; some Ogam types at
Gizeh are the same as in North America, where it is found beside Lybian !!! )
 
Kindest regards Hugo Brussels

copy to author Richard Gabriel , website : http://www.richardgabriel.info/index.html

 This link fwd by Kevin Callaghan - thanks!
 
http://www.newser.com/story/173033/mystery-people-beat-vikings-to-islands-by-500-years.html
?utm_source=part&utm_medium=united&utm_campaign=rss_top
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Celts or pre-Celts from Ireland/Scotland are certainly a possibility, but they might also have been Farley
Mowat’s Farfarers…”Albans” from central pre-Great Britain.  Irish lore also speaks of Formorians from
Africa sailing around the northern ends of Ireland and Scotland.

Jack Burgess

Is it possible that Vikings were there 300-500 years or more earlier, traded with the indigenous people
there, set up a trading post of sorts, intermarried and absorbed the cultrure that was there previously, over
time?

Eric Hanson

Must have been a slow news day at  Newser.com, as this is very old "news," indeed.

A pre-viking Christian burial plot was excavated in the Faeroes in 1956 with a Celtic/British bronze ring
pin.  A palaeobotanical study published in 1983 demonstrated that oats were cultivated as early as
600-650 AD, i.e., in the later period of Irish Early Christian Atlantic voyaging (e.g., St. Brandon, c. 550
AD).  
(See attachment for citations)

The Vikings did not get to Iceland until 809 AD, and the LANDNAMABOK (Land Taking Book) records
how the Christian holy men who had been living there left as they did not wish to live next to pagans -
reportedly in such haste that they left behind their (abbot's mass) bells, books and crosier!

Regards,

Vance

File attached .faroe

It seems so much archaeology news is really old news that's being cast as something brand new--for
example, the Moai  on Easter Island recent "discovery" that the great heads had bodies! Rutledge found
that out in 1919; Heyerdahl again in 1957. Or that Ingstad discovered the Norse settlement in
Newfoundland in 1960, something Mallory announced in his book in 1950. It's too much fun, I guess, to
be the first or discover something "never before found." And so it goes.

Lee

I’m sure we can all speculate with some accuracy as to why this happens.  Certainly, there’s a great
reluctance at times for archeologists or other university folks to acknowledge discoveries that run afoul of
accepted wisdom.  In a discussion with a major local expert here in Ohio, I said to him that since we know
that Vikings were in Greenland at least 300 years, and they were great sailors—in need of wood for ships
and other materials not readily available in Greenland—and since they were among the greatest sailors
and explorers in history—wouldn’t it be surprising if they didn’t explore northern North America?  His
answer?  “I don’t know that they were in Greenland 300 years.”

 



My understanding is that they went to Greenland at least by the late 900’s (Erik the Red) and documents
in the Vatican show correspondence with them from Rome until about 1300. 

 

Anyway, according the Canadian researcher and writer, Mowat, the Albans were hunting “tuskers” across
the N. Atlantic before the Vikings emerged there. As the game was overhunted and died out, the Albans
continued on to N. America, by way of various islands. Other authors, Mallory, Fell, etc., drew a very
plausible scenario in which Celts were hounded by Vikings across the N. Atlantic, through various islands,
ultimately to N. America.  But Mallory and Mowat have been largely ignored, while Fell, too popular in
sales of his books to be ignored, has been dismissed and discredited by “experts” still clinging to the land
bridge and seeing the oceans as uncrossable moats, as opposed to the conveyor belts they are.

Jack B.

It always seems good to recycle information and call it " new" ,maybe because there has to be
"evidence" teased from the ground!
I'm just glad we don't have to rely on old news ,so to speak.
Thanks for the article non the less!
Crystal

Thank you, Crystal--I agree.  For those of us who are still "virgins" or nearly that, we can use 
refresher courses.  After all, most of us are not in the field...we are armchair types. But, of
course, what we need are more non-trad field types right now, to counter the funded
mainstreamers who can't seem to deviate from the textbooks.  We all need to think beyond what
we think is the "one truth".  There isn't one.  Too many fields, too many fronts, too much time
lost.  Nobody is going to get rich or famous in this search for the truth, unless they are out there
with a shovel and an imagination (key word!!).

Patience, please, all of you veterans.  We want to nurture a new generation of searchers!
Buzz


